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From Staff Reports

In case you're one of the many
people who missed the countdown
to university status this summer,
GSU will hold a week-long celebration beginning Oct. 8.
Next Monday, a convocation will
be held in Sweetheart Circle at 10
a.m. The program will include a

faculty processional in full academic regalia, a choral and music
recital, state and local dignitaries,
pomp and circumstance at its finest—setting the stage for the convocation ceremony featuring U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor as keynote speaker.
At 4 p.m., the Betty Foy Sanders
art collection, established in 1967
and numbering 20 works, will be

rededicated in the Zach S. Henderson Library.
At 8 p.m., a Faculty Showcase
Recital and reception will be held in
Foy Recital Hall. ;
On Tuesday, Oct. 9, the official
grand opening celebration of the
University Union will take place at
11 a.m. At 11:45 a.m., free refreshments will be served in the Commons area and entertainment will
be provided by a Dixieland band in
the Rotunda.
Inside the Union, several special
events are planned for the day, including:
• Barry Drake on Commons stage
• Activities Fair, rooms 247-249
• Caricatures, room 254
• Video buttons, rooms 280-282
• Door prize registration, room 224
• Free balloons, rooms 180-282
• Ventriloquist, Commons area
• Afro-American Choir Recital, Rotunda area
• Roving portrait artist, throughout Union
• Classical pop artist Mark
Maxwell in the Union Ballroom,
free
The Eddie Murphy/Nick Nolte
film ursn with no admission charge
in the University Union Theater at
8:30 p.m.
Union vendors have also
planned activities in order to introduce themselves to the campus
community.
XPress Copies will have Tshirts, gift certificates, and a fourcents copy rate; Eagle's Logic will
hold a computer fair featuring
Apple, IBM, Tandy/Radio Shack,
Broderbund Software, Douglas
Stewart Co., Memorex Computer
Supplies, Microsoft Corporation,
WordPerfect, and Zenith Data Systems. Books Plus will hold a book
and music fair; Union Station will
sell Coffee Club mugs from 7 a.m.-9
p.m. and offer dime refills and a hat

O'Connor to speak

President Bush, capping a day
Frorr. Staff Reports
of virtually non-stop lobbying Tuesday, appealed for public support of
the new budget agreement in a
United States Supreme
nationally televised address. CallCourt Justice Sandra Day
ingthe deficit "a cancer," Bush said,
O'Connor will deliver the
"If we fail to act, next year alone we
keynote
address at an Oct. 8
will face a budget deficit of more
convocation at GSU that will
than $300 billion." (From the USA
open a week-long campus
TODAY News section.)
celebration of its status as the
SENATE VOTES FOR SOUTER:
state's newest university.
The Senate Tuesday, by a vote of
Justice O'Connor, the first
90-9, resoundingly confirmed
woman appointed to the
Judge David Souter as the newest
nation's highest court, will
member of the U.S. Supreme Court.
speak during a public convoSouter will be sworn into office next
cation led by a processional of
Tuesday at 9:15 a.m. The next day,
faculty in full academic regahell hear one of the top cases of the
lia at 10 a.m. in Southern's
term which questions whether
Sweetheart Circle.
employers can bar fertile women
A native of El Paso,
from hazardous jobs to protect feO'Connor graduated magna
tuses. The nine dissenters were all
cum laude from Stanford
JUSTICE
liberal Democrats.
University. Prior to her apSANDRA DAY O'CONNOR
MEDICARE CUTS INCREASE YEARLY:
pointment to the Supreme
Medicare - spurred by a 2 perCourt by Pres. Ronald Recent annual growth in the elderly
agan, she served on the Ariand disabled population, more exzona Court of Appeals. She
The rest of the week will be
ACADEMIC EXCEUENCE
pensive medical technology and
also served in the Arizona
filled with various cultural
GEORGIA
1
rising health-care costs - is the fastsenate and was elected Senevents, grand openings, dediSOU1HERN
est-growing part of the federal
ate Majority Leader in 1972.
cations
and
kickoffs.
UNIVERSITY
budget. It increases each year by 11
Justice O'Connor and
Southern's museum will
percent to 14 percent. Recently, 12
Southern's Pres. Nicholas
show "From A & M to GSU: A
percent of people 65 and older live
Henry became acquaintances
Celebration," a display that
in poverty, Census Bureau figures
while he was dean of Arizona
uses photos, costumes and
show.
State University's College of
various other artifacts to
Public Programs and she
ASPIRIN PREVENTS HEADACHES:
chronicle the history of GSU.
served on the Arizona Court
The exhibit will be open daily
An aspirin every other day may
of Appeals.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
keep the migraine away, says a
The convocation will inauEven lunchtime will be
Physicians Health Study. Of 22,071
|
OCTOBER 8-13,1990
gurate
a
week-long
celebraspecial
during University
male doctors who took either a 325
tion of events commemoratWeek. Every day at noon,
mg. aspirin or a placebo every other
ing Georgia Southern's rise to
performing artist—from jugday for five years, those who took
become the state's first new
glers to jazz musicians^will
aspirin had 20 percent fewer miuniversity
in
21
years
and
the
display their talents under
graines and the benefit appeared to
only university in the souththe University Union Robe immediate. The aspirin group
ern half of Georgia.
tunda.
also reported that when migraines
did occur, they were less severe
See University, page 2
than without aspirin.
GAS PRICES HIGHEST SINCE 1981:
Unleaded gas prices last week
shot to, their highest level since
[Features Editor's Note: The
themselves and their families in
Thanksgiving Day 1981. Motorists
Triangle
Club officers chose not to
particular, to be out [of the closet] in
last week paid an average of $1,346
use
their
names
not
because
they
public and that great majority who
for a gallon of regular unleaded gas
aren't at that stage—who are either
at self-serve pumps, 3.6 cents more are ashamed of being gay, but beinsecure personally or whose famithan the previous week - and 27.1 cause they wished to avoid personal
harrassment
from
readers
who
dislies
may not know that they're gay.
cents more than they were paying
agree
with
their
sexual
orientation.
"That
was the major conflict of
Aug. 1, the day before Iraq invaded
All people of good will are welcome
the first year," Richter continued,
Kuwait.
to meet them and others at Triangle
"but this year, the people interested
RED SOX FAIL TO CLINCH:
Club meetings.]
in the organization have been more
The Toronto Blue Jays stayed
of one mind that we really just need
alive in the American League East
to step forward period and let the
By YOLLANDA WALLACE
Tuesday by beating the Baltimore
Features Editor
students choose for themselves
Advisor Fred Richter. "The line that
Orioles 2-1, while the Boston Red
whether or not to come forward and
If they were alive today and stu- needed to be crossed was some stu- join us. We're available and we're
Sox lost to the Chicago White Sox 3dents at Georgia Southern, Oscar dents willing to sign on the line, visible. You're seeing posters on
2 in 11 innings. Boston had a chance
to win the game in the 10th inning
Wilde, Virginia Woolf, James Bald- saying, 'We will become officers of campus. I would say that before this
when they had the bases loaded
win, and Lord Byron might be this club. We will give it a name. We year is over, from the meeting anwill file with the college.' That, nouncements [and from] our preswith two outs, but Ellis Burks
members of the Triangle Club.
Triangle Club advisor and GSU English professor, Dr. Fred
Besides being literary giants, happened several years ago."
popped out. Boston can clinch with:
Richter. (Special Photo)
ence among student organizational
A former Georgia Southern stu- meetings, it will be a fairly wellWilde, Woolf, Baldwin, and Byron
a win in the last game of the season
Tuesday; a Toronto loss.
were also homosexual. The Tri- dent "was the one who got the known fact that Georgia Southern ing post-ups on campus."
serve as a social organization and
angle Club is GSU's gay and lesbian constitution together," Richter has a gay and lesbian organizaPIRATES DOWN METS:
Triangle's new visibility is not a support group for gays and lesbisaid, "and others worked on it tion."
support group.
hindrance, she said. "I would say ans, he said.
The Pittsburgh Pirates beat the
thereafter.
We
filed
the
The
organization's
name
may
it's
helping, because we had a few
"As far as the social aspect of our
In
the
past,
the
only
ways
for
New York Mets 9-4 Tuesday, and
not seem appropriate to the unin- constitution a couple of years ago, interested people to find out about new people at the first meeting and group," said the ambassador of fesdenied Mets pitcher Dwight
formed, but it is. People of the Jew- and it was approved without any the club was by word-of-mouth or they'll tell some friends and so on tivities, "it provides an alternative
Gooden (19-7) his 20th win. Gooden
ish faith were not the only groups problems whatsoever. It sort of through the Counseling Center. and so on. You're going to get back- to the bar lifestyje. And bars,
had an eight-game winning streak.
persecuted by the Nazi party dur- waited around alittle while. We got This year, Triangle is much more lash with every movement or what whether it's the gay or straight
In other games Yankees 4, Tigers 1;
ing
World War II. Homosexuals approval, actually, before we were visible.
some people view as a controversial community, are not the place to
Indians 13, Royals 3; Mariners 3,
formed."
were
imprisoned in concentration
Said Triangle's female ambassa- group, but that's part of moving meet people. They're places to go
Twins 0; Brewers 1, Rangers 0;
The organization began in ear- dor of festivities, "We plan on catch- forward."
camps and forced to wear clothing
with people you've already met, in
Reds 3, Astros 2; Expos 2, Cardinals
nest
in 1989, though, Richter said, ing a lot of flak from our advertisewith pink triangles sewn on the
Triangle's treasurer said, my opinion, and hang out and have
1; Cubs 3, Phillies 1; Braves 16,
material. The triangles, like the "We had sort of minimal operations ment around campus as well as in "There's going to be a lot of positive fun and dance to music with whomGiants 7; Dodgers 8, Padres 7 (11
stars of David that Jews were forced last year. We had some meetings the paper, but if we can help one and negative responses to our pub- ever you feel comfortable dancing
innings); Angels 2, As 0.
and some parties and some great person toidentify or one person who licity out there. If we get just one with. Our social events, which into wear, symbolized what made the
MCILVAINE NAMED PADRES GM:
wearer different from the "perfect" discussions and a lot of disagreecould become another statistic on positive response as compared to clude picnics, movies, and whatever
Former New York Mets execuAryan race.
ments about how activist we should
suicide rates of gay and lesbian 100 negative responses, I think else, are just another alternative to
tive Joe McDvaine was named gen"For the past half dozen years, be. One of the important considerathe bar lifestyle."
adolescents
or young adults, then that's good."
eral manager of the San Diego
I've had group meetings at my tions then and now is the great
The club's outreach function is
The organization's goals are
it's
worth
how
ever
much
we
pay
for
Padres Tuesday, ending speculahome, but it was never an official distance between college students
an educational one, Richter said.
that
one
advertisement
or
how
ever
many,
Richter
said.
The
Triangle
tion about a replacement for restudent organization," said club who are comfortable enough with
many times we have to keep replac- Club has a primary function to
See Traingle, page 8
cently fired Jack McKeon.
Mcllvaine, 42, resigned last week
as the Mets' vice president of baseball operations and signed a conDr. James Oliver, GSU CallOliver is a world-renowned reter General Faculty Meeting at the as a Fulbright Professor of Ameritract with the Padres for an estiaway professor of biology, has been
can Literature at the University of
searcher and director of the Statesboro campus.
mated $1.6 million for five years.
named the recipient of the first University's Institute of ArthroFreiburgin Germany and as dean of
John Eidson was a native of the College of Arts and Sciences at
COMMITTEE REOPENS UNLV CASE:
$10,000 John O. Eidson Presiden- podology and Parasitology.
Johnston,
S.C., who received his the University of Georgia.
tial Award for Excellence.
Nevada-Las Vegas is headed for
The Georgia Southern FoundaA.B., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from
The late Dr. Eidson served as
yet another day in NCAA court. The
tion and Mrs. Perrin Eidson of
Wofford College, Vanderbilt UniAs president of Georgia Southpresident of Georgia Southern from
school, upset with a decision to bar
Spartanburg, S.C., jointly funded
1968-71, then as vice chancellor for the award in honor of her husband, versity, and Duke University, re- ern, he oversaw its reorganization
the Rebels' basketball team from
from academic divisions into
academic affairs for the Board of and she personally handed Oliver spectively.
defending its national championRegents of the University System of the award for extraordinary
ship, announced Tuesday that the
He was nationally-known as a schools, and saw enrollment grow
Georgia.
NCAA's Committee on Infractions
achievementattherecentfall quar- Tennyson scholar and had served from 4,400 to 5,700.

CELEBRATION
WEEK

Gay & lesbian support group steps forward
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See Briefs, page 8
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Lunch Special:
Grilled Chicken
Sandwich $2.99

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
From Staff Reports

•The second annual Run for
Ronald's Kids 5K road race will be
held Saturday, October 13 as part of
University Celebraton Week. The
race is sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi
sorority and will benefit the Ronald
McDonald House of Savannah.
Events include a Toddler's Trot
for ages 8 and younger at 8:15 a.m.,
a One Mile Fun Run at 8:30 a.m.
and the 5Krun at 9 a.m. Each event
will start at Hanner Fieldhouse.
All participants will receive a
free t-shirt. Trophies and ribbons
will be awarded to the winners. The
entry fee is $7 or $8 the day of the
race. Entry forms are available at
Southern Boosters. For more information, contact Michelle Stripling
at 489-1268.
•A team of three campus ministers from the HIV/AIDS Interfaith
coalition at the University of Georgia will address the topic "AIDS:
Does God Care?" Thursday, October 18, at 7 p.m. in the University
Union Auditorium.
All in the GSU community are
invited to participate in this forum
which will focus on the phenomenon of AIDS from a religious rather
than a purely clinical perspective.
Beginning with myths about AIDS,
then commenting on various ways
the church and society have re-

Deliveries
Call 681-1685

Georgia Ave - «I Windsor Village

Former coach Erk Russell isn't sending smoke signals to the opposition, he's just watching the Eagles
win 33-14 over the North East Lousiana Indians. (Photo By Tony Tocco)
formation, contact Sister Pauline
O'Brien, St. Matthew Parish and
Newman Center, 681-6726.

sponded to it, the goal of the forum
is to begin to describe what a loving
response to AIDS and its victims
may be.
This forum is the first of three
campus-wide events to be sponsored by Coordinated Religious
Ministries, a campus organization
formed during the past school year,
which includes student leaders and
campus ministers from the Baptist
Student Union, Campus Outreach,
Canterbury Club, Catholic Newman Association, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Hillel Affiliate,
Life Ministries, Reformed University Fellowship, and the Wesley
Foundation.
For questions or additional in-

•The Health Center will offer
students flu shots from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. until November 30. The cost
will be $5. Only students who have
paid their health fee can get the
shots. Students allergic to eggs
should not take the shot. Students
taking the shot will have to wait 20
minutes after taking the shot just in
case there is an adverse reaction.
Other requirements may exist. The
Health Center recommends "atrisk" students take the shot. Faculty and staff of GSU are not eligible for the shot.

ments will be served.
At 4 p.m., Dr. Genovese will give
an encore performance of his lecture for all interested faculty and
staff.
At 7 p.m., the GSU Campaign for
Excellence Dinner will take place in
the Union Ballroom. The Georgia
Southern Foundation will announce its A Day for Southern totals and detail its goals for "The
University Campaign for Excellence." Invited guests include
ADFS volunteers, major donors,
University Campaign Steering
Committee members, and Foundation, Southern Boosters, and
Alumni Boards of Directors.
On Friday, Oct. 12, a champagne
reception from 7-9 p.m. will set the
scene for the opening of the Faculty
Art Exhibit in Gallery 303 of the
Foy Building. Works ranging from
paintings and prints to sculpture
and photography, all created by
GSU art faculty, will be displayed.
On Saturday, Oct. 13, the Alpha
Delta Pi University Celebration
Road Race will take place at 8 a.m.
in the Hanner parking lot. ADPi's
annual 5K run will offer T-shirts
and trophies to the winners and

proceeds to the Ronald McDonald
House.
From 8 p.m. to midnight, the
University Celebration Ball will be
held in the Union Ballroom. Celebration Chairman Marilyn Bruce
says the ball should be a fantastic
party, with music provided by the
George Doerner Orchestra and optional black tie attire.
"Our intent is to provide an elegant evening of music and dancing
and fun for everyone—in essence,
an evening to remember," said
Bruce, who characterized the 12piece orchestra's music as "very
similar to that played at Dr.
Henry's inaugural." The orchestra
will accompany a vocalist performing an eclectic mix of big band and
popular tunes.
Tickets are $15 per person and
include the dance, open bar, and
hors d'oeuvres. Guests must be at
least 21 years of age to attend. Tickets are available to the public and
will be sold at the Alumni House,
the University Union, and through
the mail.
To purchase tickets or to receive
more information, contact Bruce at
681-5253.

University

Continued from page 1
promotion; and University Sports
Club will have a T-shirt promotion.
Wednesday, Oct. 10, has been
designated A Day for Southern "91.
The joint venture for academics and
athletics seeks private community
support for the new university.
At 11:30 a.m., the Boosters
luncheon will be held in the Union
Ballroom. A weekly tradition during football season, the luncheon
will highlight "athletic excellence"
at GSU. Guest speakers will include quarterback/fullback coach
Jay Russell and head baseball
coach Jack Stallings.
At 1:15 p.m., the inaugural Jack
and Addie Averitt Lecture will take
place in the Union Auditorium.
Established by the Averitts, the
lecture series is designed to bring
world-class scholars in the fields of
history and English to campus. The
first lecture will be given by Dr.
Eugene Genovese, the premier historian of the American South. Genovese will give an encore performance Thursday, Oct. 11, for all
interested students.
Also on Thursday, the IAPHeadquarters and U.S. National Tick
Collection dedication will take
place in the Biology Building. Everyone is invited to attend the dedication of the new headquarters for
the institute of Arthropodology and
Parasitology and the new home of
the U.S. National Tick Collection,
on long-term loan from the Smithsonian Institution.
At 12:30 p.m., the Lamar Dodd
Art Collection will be dedicated in
the University Union Executive
Boardroom. Everyone is invited to
the dedication of art by world-renowned artist Lamar Dodd, from
the private collection of Mrs. John
Powell.
At 3 p.m., everyone is invited to
attend the reception for the GSU
Museum exhibit "From A & M to
GSU: A Celebration." Refresh-

FAX

•GSU has been invited to participate in the International Studies Association's (ISA) scholarship
program for their 1991 Summer
Vacation Study Abroad. Students
awarded full scholarships will
spend, at no cost, four weeks abroad
studying the language of their
choice. Languages included in the
program are French, German, Italian, Spanish, and English. Up to six
transferable credits may be earned
by a participant in the summer
session. Contact Mary L. Egger at
681-0332 if any additional information is needed.
•GSlPs Southern Center for
Continuing Education is sponsoring a reception, book seminar, a d
signing for the highly acclaimed
author of Charleston! Charleston!
History of a Southern City, which
was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize
by the University of South Carolina
Press. The seminar will be held
Sunday, Oct. 14, from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
at the William Scarborough House
in Savannah. The author, Dr.
Walter J. Fraser, who is currently
conducting research for his upcoming book on Savannah, will touch on
the highlightd of Charleston's history from 1670 to the aftermath of
Hurrican Hugo in 1989. The fee is
$10 and includes hors d'oeuvres.
Call Maria Center at 681-5555 to
register or for more information.

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES

Southern

^j

i!

The Office of Admissions is looking for
qualified students to help with Visitation Days
and to aid the STING (STudent INterest
Group) Team with the "Adopt-A-Student"
program and "Phone-A-Thons."
Pick up an application from the admissions
office, Rosenwald Bldg.

• DEADLINE- OCT.9 •

Interviews will be scheduled Fri., Oct. 12
and Mon., Oct. 15.
Support Group Workshop
Wed., Oct. 17 6-9 p.m.

Move 10 years ahead of the class.

Send or Recieve

SEND:
$2.00 per page
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$1.00 per page
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Prescriptions
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Visine eye drops
'discount not valid for sale items and BCP's
' Vlsine eye c
With coupon and GSU student I.D.*
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I
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I 'some restrictions apply
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Win a large pizza!
I
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Landrum Box.

The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
calculator takes a quantum leap into
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and October 15,
1990, and HP will send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone .
contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic table, a constants' library,
and a multi-equation solver. It's like
having a stack of reference books right
at your fingertips.
The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced,
it will change the way you solve problems forever. It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets you enter equations
the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management.
Check your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators
and special back-to-school offers.
Then check out the calculators that
are years ahead of their class.

There is a better way.

ia

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Fund raising
continues

Statesboro Mall

Just in time for Eagle
Football Season

From Staff Reports

The GSU Campaign for Excellence will officially launch its $15
million fundraising initiative for
the state's new university at a banquet Oct. 11 during the campuswide University Week Celebration.

Nick Henry presents the board of directors of First Bulloch and
Sea Island Bank with tokens of GSU's appreciation. (Special
Photo)

You'll be the star
attraction in this
Misty Lane Boot
Dress in black
and red plaid.

To be announced at the banquet
is a "first figure" toward the multimillion goal, combining the tallies
from advance campus and community drives with totals of major gifts
from early donors. The affair will be
held in the new University Union.

It features a dropped waist
accented to perfection with
black bows. Sleeves are
transitional length to take
you from the first game
of the season all the
way into the play-offs.
Sizes 5-6, 7-8, 9-10,
and 11-12.
Make your
fashion
touchdown with
Misty Lane and
Belk.

The Campaign «for Excellence,
led by former coach Erk Russell,
has been already rallying advance
support through the annual A Day
for Southern (ADFS) drives in
Bulloch County and among university faculty and staff.
Guests at the banquet will include donors, volunteers for the
ADFS community campaign—held
the day before on Oct. 10—faculty
and staff workers in the ADFS
campus drive, the Campaign Steering Committee, and the boards of
directors for the university's Foundation, Alumni Society and Southern Boosters.

The Campaign for Excellence is
a united effort of the university's
academic and athletic fundraising
organizations to help Georgia
Southern "make a major stride
across the bounds of a college of
excellence to a university of excelstricted gift to the Georgia South- lence."
ern Foundation and Southern
Boosters through the University
The campaign will support acaCampaign for Excellence.
Williams has served as a mem- demic and athletic scholarship
ber of the Georgia Board of Regents, endowments, the research and
state senator, chairman of the scholarship of outstanding faculty,
Bulloch County Board of Educa- library collections, centers for retion, president of the Independent search and service, expanded culBankers Association of Georgia and tural outreach programs, and impresident of Sea Island Bank. He proved athletic facilities.

Local banks contribute

From Staff Reprts

First Bulloch and Sea Island
banks recently achieved "University Benefactor " status as a result
of contributions to GSU's University Campaign for Excellence.
"First Bulloch has always been
committed toward increasing the
University's all-important unrestricted gifts to both the Georgia
Southern Foudation and Southern
Boosters," said Melinda Thomas,
executive director of Georgia
Southern Foundation. "They have
continued setting the pace for unrestricted giving through their most
generous contribution to the University Campaign for Excellence."
First Bulloch's contribution to
the campaign makes the corporation a "University Benefactor," a
designation reserved for contributors of $100,000 or more. Part of the
gift has been used to endow a
$50,000 scholarship in the area of
business and finance, and a portion
has been designated to a Southern
Boosters capital funds project.
The Sea Island Bank honored its
Chairman of the Board , Everett
Williams, by endowing a $25,000
professorship chair in his name.
This is part of a much larger unre-

GSU history
at museum

held the position as president of the
Georgia Southern Foundation
longer than any other person.
"Unrestricted gifts are vital to
the success of our athletic program,
because they allow us to direct more
money toward scholarships for student athletes," said Frank Hook,
executive director of Southern
Boosters. "Scholarships are our
most important need right now.
What some people don't realize is
that the expense of going to college
continues to rise; and if we are not
able to meet the needs of our student athletes, then we won't be able
to put successful athletic programs
on the field or the court."
According to Foundation Execu-

30-60-90

NO FINANCE CHARGE...

Extend your payment lot M 3-montf) p*itxt
paying I/3OI fa* toll taferc* mct> month.
**tr> our 30-60-90 Oty AaxmnH JTOO ntrmrw

Monday through Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.jn.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m

Corrections &
Amplifications
-In the Oct. 2 issue of the
George-Anne, it was incorrectly stated that faculty
could submit contributions
to the Miscellany. Only students may contribute.
- Also in the Oct. 2 issue,
the incorrect headline was
run with the story about Dr.
Phillip Bjork.
We regret these errors.

tive Director Melinda Thomas,
unrestricted donations provide the
"flexible funds" that can be directed
to areas of the university with the
most need.

on your
Greek Letters

Customize your fratenity or
sorority jersey!

From Staff Reports

Throughout October, the GSU
Museum will display an exhibit
that traces the history of the university from its founding as a secondary school for farmers' children to
becoming the first university in the
southern half of the state.
"The show is a display of the
times, as well as the school," said
Del Presley, director of the museum. "It is a wonderful opportunity for everyone to see where we
came from, where we are, and
where we are going."
Mannequins dressed in school
uniforms stand beside photos taken
during the era from which the outfits came. The miniature typewriter
that Pres. Marvin Pittman used
during his travels around the world
is on display. Georgia Southern
alumni from throughout the
school's history have donated items
to the exhibit.
"The exhibit is a great way for
people to see Southern's history in a
tangible way," said Presley.
During University Week, Oct. 813, the display will be open daily
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. There will be
an exhibit reception Thursday, Oct.
11 in the museum. Refreshments
will be served and the public is
invited.

mmm.
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Buck wants to know
For them among /all who was
worried—don't worry no more. Ole
Buck done found his goat, Bill
Buckley, and praise-the-lord-and
pass the Trojans, he done found
Miss Emmyline, too. A feller can get
terrible lonesome ifhe is deprived of
hooters. Which is not to say, by the
way, that Ole Buck here is no
whatchallcall yer shovinist. Ifs like
that famous poem done said: "The
grave's a fine and private place, but
none do there, I think, embrace."
Point is, me and Miss Emmyline
been safely familiar ever since she
got me them raw oysters.
It turned out, Miss Emmyline
had went down to Fort Stewart to
see the fellers off. Right patriotic of
her, although Ibeen kinda wonderin'
whatitis with her lately, on account

Man AbouH
Campus
Buck Birdseye

she keeps asking me to wear fatigues
and shout "INCOMING" when we
get to that, well, special time between us. I reckon Dan Quayle
musta said something about that.
Miss Emmyline thinks ole Dan is
real cute.
My goat Billy Buckley, he done
come back and is watching the
TeeVee. Tall oughta see Billy's
jewels tighten up when he watches

rCircle the best answer you find.

1. The average GSU male is most interested in:
A hooters B. big hooters C. pendulous hooters
D. football E. classes
2. The average GSU female is most interested in:
A hairdos B. clothes C. sororities D. buns E.nice
buns
3. The average GSU faculty male is most interested in:
A acting smart B. being smart C. hooters D. buns
E. salaries
4. Tim Stowers is most interested in:
A winning B. saving hisjob C. his players'education
D. hooters E. Fate
5. If GSU were to change its mascot from an eagle, the
mascot would be:
A a drunk B. a gnat C. a goose D. a turtle E. hooters
6. The Bible should be considered:
A God's divine word B. literature C. another dull
book written by dead folks
7. The most evil presence in Statesboro is:
A landlords B. the sheriffs dept. C. alcohol
D. sexual promiscuity
8. When I graduate (if I graduate) I want to be:
A an accountant B. lawyer C. person who gets a lot
of money and a fine car and home, but whose job is
mysteriously undefined as "management"
9.1 would never want to become a:
A professor B. bag person C. preacher D. insurance
salesman E. RA
10. Which of the following do you consider "kinky?"
A sucking your loved one's toes
B. squeezing your loved one's pimples
C. having a loved one namedBubbaD. havingaloved
one talk dirty about Raymond Gross
E. getting romantic on a dirty laundry pile
F. any act involving margarine, a freeze pop and/or
vegetables
11. If I weren't at GSU I would be:
A in Saudi Arabia B. in Jesup C. in debt D. in
"America's Most Wanted"
12. If I had the choice of either solving the problem of
world hunger or spending a week with the object of
my favorite fantasy, I would:
A solve the problem of world hunger
B. have my time and to hell with world hunger
13. If I had the choice of being the child of being the
child of a TV star, I would choose:
A Bill Cosby B. Homer Simpson C. Michelangelo
Ninja Turtle E. Oprah

ByMAff

"The Simpsons." Billy, he just love
that Bart.
But on to serious bidness. Folks
be just saying you just caint tell
what America wants anymore.
Caint tell a lick. So I done fixed up
a survey sos it be clear what the
hearts and minds of Georgia
Southern want. Tall just fill out
this'ere survey, and send it in to
Landrum Box 8023, care of Buck
Birdseye. Ill let/all know what you
think. Send entries by Monday, to
or if yer in the neighborhood, drop
'em in a box on the 2nd floor of
Newton. You'll see the box. See, this
English perfesser owes me a favor
on account I helped him reform his
life and Find the Right Way. No
cussin in the comments section, if
/all dont mind.

14.1 came to college for:
A a thorough liberal arts education
B. an escape from my parents
C. hooters or buns or maybe both
D. an escape from working for a living
E. to watch GSU football
15. My deepest secret involves:
A hooters B. my Biology professor C. myroomate's
perversion D. leather E. a parking lot
16.1 would rate the average GSU sorority girl:
A attractive and intelligent
B. cute, but dull as a stone
C. the thing that hooters are attached to
D. an ideal picture of American femininity
E. maybe a seven so long as she doesn't talk too
much
17.1 would rate the average GSU fratenity male:
A a serious, ambitious young man
B. a horny drunk
C. a racist, horny drunk
D. a social climber
E. a future car salesman
18. The guy who writes the Buck Birdseye column is
obviously:
A witty and perceptive
B. clinically frustrated
C. too conscious of hooters
D. related to Eugene V. Debs
E. a huge intellect
19. Race relations at GSU are problematic because: |
A the South has been dragged into the 20th cen- |
tury
I
B. the separations are so clear cut that it is difficult
for me to ever have meaningful conversation or ex- I
change with someone of another race
C. Raymond Gross keeps fumbling
D. My family and friends wouldn't understand it if I
/ ever got close to someone of another race, except if i
/ was their boss or if it was clearly "not Dangerous"
E. white people are boring
20.1 would vote for a liberal if:
A there was a .357 magnum being held at my head \
B. I knew he/she wasn't a pervert
C. my father would never find out
D. hell froze over
E. Dan Quayle became president
Now if you have any brief, witty items just go I
on and say them. Buck'll pick the best ones and |
have them in an upcoming column.
And finally, Buck's tip for good health: If y'all ■
ever see someone choking, just find someone,
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Student Government Update
By Cathy Powell

Ben Emmons; and Vice-President
of Academic Affairs-Jeff Barker.
Last spring these officers selected
three students to round out the administration. They are: Cathy
Powell-Publicity Coordinator,
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It's ok to burn 'Old Glory,' really
For over a year now the issue of
whether or not it should be illegal to
burn the United States flag has
been debated in living rooms, on
television talk shows, in Congress,
Clint Rushing
and on every corner of every main
street in every town in the United
States. From what I have read in
letters to editors, and from what I
American flag would solve anyone's
have heard in numerous interviews,
problems. I even cringe when I see it
it appears to me that here in the
happening; but if a person believes
south the general population is
that he can get his point across by
against burning "old glory."
setting a flag on fire, it is his right to
Last year I thought this issue
do so. Very often our government
was a "flash in the pan" sort of
enacts laws or fails to enact laws
argument which would eventually
which really rile people up. Often
go away; but now I see it is not that
people get tired of writing their conway. Please read on, as I try to
gressional representatives and their
explain why it is a constitutional
local newspaper editors. Some citiright to burn the American flag.
First of all, I will start by saying zens want to draw public attention
to their cause, so they demonstrate.
that I iove the U.S., my freedom, my
rights, and the veterans of all Wars That is all flag burning is, a demonstration that disagrees with the U.S.
who fought to defend the U.S. I
publicly denounce any other form of government. And it is a person's
government other than that which right in the U.S. to demonstrate for
exists here in the U.S. I am not a or against any person, faction, corcommunist. Anything in this col- poration, government, or cause he
umn should not be misconstrued as feels strongly about. It's his right!
It's my right! It's your right!
anti-American; rather, it should be
To put flag burning into perlooked upon as nationalistic.
spective,
think back to the several
The lifeblood of our fundamental
liberties as citizens of the U.S., the incidents across the U.S. in the
Bill of Rights, states in its very first 1980's when school teachers, parents
and religious leaders took certain
amendment that Congress shall
books
off the library shelves in public
make no law abridging the freedom
school libraries and publicly burned
of speech. Along with that freedom
of speech goes freedom to express them because the content was quesone's opinions. And this is where it tionable. Talk about communism!
is written that burning the flag is Now if the people of the U.S. are
not illegal. It is a person's right. allowed to burn textbooks and novels
such as Huckleberry Finn, and
Now I am not a legal expert by any
Catcher in the Rve. and to decide
means; however, I do have a sense
what books are appropriate for
of what is freedom of speech and
school children to read, then
expression and what is not.
shouldn't individuals ,who disagree
Let me go on record as saying
with the U.S. Government on any
that I do not think that burning the
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Tiffany Fennell-Secretary, andTony
Jones-Rentals Manager.
Providing a solid backbone and
necessary security to the infrastructure of this year's SGA are the
Senators-at-Large, which include:
Niles Dixon, John Key, Tom
McLean, Sean Schuur, Tim Wipf,
Matthew Mercer, Guy Owens, Mary
Spivey, Paige Worley, and Clint
Rushing. Other senator positions
are still being filled.
SGA held its first official meet-
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SGA kicks in the new year
On behalf of everyone atStudent
Government Association, welcome
back to what has already been an
exciting year at Georgia Southern
University. Just as university status brings great changes to our
campus, so will the GSU 1990-91
Student Government.
This year's SGA is being lead by
new executive officers: Curtis
Whitaker- President; Executive
Vice-President-Chris Wright; Vice
President ofAuxiliary Affairs-Chris
Clarke; Vice President of Finance-

VOUR WORKING-DAY EMOTION CHECKLIST
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issue, be allowed to express their
dissenting opinions by burning a
cloth symbol? Ifthe American people
are tolerant enough of idiots burning the works of Samuel Clemens
and J.D. Salinger, then they damn
well should be tolerant of those who
choose to burn the flag.
Another "sub-issue" to this issue
is how do you enforce flag burning
and what type ofpunishment does a
flag burner deserve? You gonna put
him in prison? You gonna give him
a criminal record for going out to Kmart and spending his own money
on an American flag (thus makingit
his own) and then burning it? I hope
to hell not!! Then we may as well
call ourselves communists! As long
as a person does not endanger the
lives of others or himself, then he
reserves the right to do as he pleases
with the flag he purchased from ItMart with his own money, from
which sales tax was taken and given
to the government. There are no
two ways about it.
This is no doubt a heated, emotional issue. I am sure if I were a
veteran I might feel a little more
emotional about seeing a U.S. flag
being burned. But veterans, as well
as civilians, must realize that each
time the U.S. entered a war to preserve democracy and prevent the
spread of communism, the preservation of the Bill of Rights went
right along with it. So you veterans
who are down on flag burning take
a look at who fought for the right.
You went to war for that right! And
that very right enables a person to
burn his country's flag. As disheartening as such a sight may be,
if we are to remain the "home of the
free," we must allow citizens this
freedom of expression.
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telephone. Only one free ad per person per week.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR AND SUBMISSIONS
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must
be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for verification. The
editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's
decision whether or not to print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available
basis.
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*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan from Robert Williams of the
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Today's Campus Announcements
From G-A staff reports

♦The 1990-91 Performing Arts
Series season tickets are on sale
in room 111 of the Foy Fine Arts
Building. For more information, call
681-5434.
•Free tickets for the Oct. 16
performance by the North Carolina
Dance Theatre will begin to be
distributed today at the Union's
Information Window. For more information, call Leslie Tichich at 6815434 or 681-5363.
•"From A & M to GSU—A Celebration" will be on display in the
GSU Museum until Dec. 21. Museum hours are 9-5 Monday through
Friday, and 2-5 Sundays. Admission is free.
•A faculty art exhibit will be
on display in the GSU Art Gallery
until Oct. 29. A reception will be
held Oct. 12. The gallery is located
in Foy room 303. Hours are 9-5
weekdays and admission is free.
•The controversial film "The
Cook, The Thief, His Wife and Her
Lover" will be showing tonight at 7
and 9 in the University Union
Theatre. Admission is $1 andlimited
to adults for the film which ran
unrated during its run in theatres
this summer rather than being
tagged with an X. Patrons who wish
to see the film must show proof that
they are at least 18 years of age.
•Aroadrallyfor charity will take

place at 9 a.m. Saturday at the GSU
Southern Center. The starting point
will be the GSU Southern Center,
but the ending point has not been
determined. Awards will be given to
the top three finishers closest to the
judge's time, to the best-dressed
vehicle, and to the ugliest vehicle.
The entrance fee is $30 per vehicle
and $2 per person for additional
riders, but participants will be given
drinks at checkpoints and a meal
for drivers and navigators following
the rally.
Each vehicle will be given directions at the staggered start of a predetermined course throughout
Bulloch County and the goal of a
road rally is finishing the event
within a pre-determined time.
The rally is sponsored by
Pineland's Mental Retardation
Residential Program and the Stone
Container Corporation. Proceeds
will go "to Pineland's Group Home
for the Mentally Retarded. Interested parties may register by calling
912-764-6795.
♦The Alec Baldwin/Sean
Connery submarine adventure film
"Hunt for Red October" will be
playing Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
6-7, at 7 and 9 p.m. in the University
Union Theatre. Admission is $1.
•As part of the Cinema Arts
program, The Rainbow," a film
based on a novel by D. H. Lawrence,
will be shown Monday, Oct. 8, at 7
p.m. in the University Union Theatre. Admission is $1.50.

•University Celebration
Week begins Monday, Oct. 8, with a
slateful of activities, including an
appearance'by U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
•The Eddie Murphy/Nick Nolte
sequel "Another 48 Hours" will be
playing at 7 and 9 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 9, in the University Union
Theatre. Admission is FREE. Admission will be $1 for the Oct. 10
and 12 showings of the film.
• The Atlanta band The Grapes
will play the Rockin' Eagle Cafe
Thursday, Oct. 11 at 9:30 p.m. There
will be a $4 cover charge and patrons
must be 18 and older to attend. The
Grapes may be best described as
classic rock with aheavy psychedelic
influence. The group's music draws
from a number of musical foundations, such as Otis Redding, Bob
Dylan, Buddy Holly, the Grateful
Dead, Jimmy Reed, and Elvis, just
to name a few.
•The Faculty Showcase Recital
will take place Friday, Oct. 12, at 7
p.m. in Roy Recital Hall. Admission
is free.
•As part of the Cinema Arts
program, the film "The 400 Blows"
will be shown in the University
Union Theatre at 7 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 15. Admission is $1.50.
•As part ofClub CAB, comedian
Mike Saccone will perform Tuesday,
Oct. 16, at 8 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Admission is free.
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GET READY FOR MORE SCHOOL:

The USA has the shortest instructional year of any industrialized nation -180 days, says the
National Association for YearRound Education. States are responding: Maryland's State
Board of Education has voted to
add 20 school days beginning in
1992. The District of Columbia
wants 40 more days; North Carolina has proposed adding 20

j.J

Source: Baker Cummins Pharmaceuticals,
Wallace Laboratories survey of 1,000 adults

days. Other states are expected
to follow.
'60S CLOTHING BACK IN STYLE:

©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

The Sixties are coming back
in clothing, according to
Women's Wear Daily and Glamour. Victor Costa has introduced
a mod, multicolored cotton faille
handbag with goldplate chain.
Sterling is still popular in jewelry. White gloves are making a
comeback, as are pastel suits
and matching handbags and
coats.
COVERED BUTTONS MAKE
COMEBACK:

Accessory designers are adding ornaments to everything
from swimsuits to evening

I 1- Prescription
3 and non■ prescription

X....M.
Julie Stacey, Gannett News Service
gowns. This fall clip-on button
covers will be showing up in
clothing stores. The covers will
be made of colored stones and
will cost about $24 for six. Page
Hill Starzinger, fashion writer,
recommends Nony New York's
designs in the September issue
of Glamour.
'FALLEN'AD IS A HIT:
"I've fallen and I can't get up!"
The line from a television ad has
become the cry of the 1990s. In
the ad, Mrs. Fletcher tumbles
down stairs, pushes a Lifecall
emergency medical device and
squawks for help. Now, "I've
fallen" T-shirts are blanketing
U.S. shops.

Glasnost!!! Get in on the action. GSU Spring Break
"Back in the USSR."
You can go to Russia in the Spring with this Statesboro group who will be
traveling on a ten day journey from March 22 until March 31,1991. Guides will be
Jane Rhoades and John McRae, GSU Faculty members.
You will venture to the Soviet Union to explore its two most fascinating cities,
Moscow and Leningrad. A visit to the world-renowned Hermitage Museum and performances at a Leningrad Theater and the Moscow Circus will add to the ex
citement of this captivating look at the Soviet culture. There will be free group
sessions before the trip to familarize you with Russian culture and travel
requirements.
Program Sponsor
The Southern Cwtw
For Continuing Education
Georgia Southern University

Ladies and gentlemen. I'm pleased to
welcome back to the stage ... the Village
People!!! Macho, macho men. We've got to

be macho men. Macho, macho men, yeah.
We've got to be macho! YMCA. I'm going to
the YMCA-AN! (special photo)

Eagle football as a spectator sport

By DONNA D'AMBROSIO

jumped up and down, clapped, and
screamed when GSU scored its first
touchdown and groaned when
. Northeast Louisiana scored theirs.

The sky may have been cloudy at
Saturday's football game, but our
Eagle spirit managed to shine
through. *
Disappointed from the previous
week's loss that resulted in the end
ofGeorgia Southern's 38-game home
winning streak, we wanted to see
the Eagles once again win at home.
The 16,048 of us at the game

Excitement filled the air when
the score was 20-7 at the end of the
second quarter. However, the mood
quickly changed when the Eagle
mascot was taken off the field by an
ambulance. What was going on? All
questions were answered when the
new Eagle emerged, and we cheered
as he ran off the field and into the
crowd.

Staff Writer

The second half proved to be just
as exciting as the first. While the
football team was busy scoringmore
points and holding off Northeast
Louisiana, the crowd was busy
catchingfrisbeesfromTacoBell and
singing "Hey, Baby" while the band
played. Some of us found the True
Blue Eagle Fan posters made wonderful paper airplanes.
All in all, the game made for a
fun afternoon. It gave us a chance to
show our Eagle spirit and celebrate
another victory in Paul son Stadium.
Keep up the good work.

Poetry corner: "Yesterday is Why I Mourn"
BY MELBA GORDON

Guest Writer

[Features Editor's note: The following is a poem submitted by the
author, not a "news" story, but it is
worthy of attention.]
"Yesterday Is Why I Mourn"
Yesterday, a teenager killed
himself. It was not because helacked

love, for his parents loved him
dearly. Yet in spite of their love and
support, he failed to receive one
. essential element—encouragement.
Yesterday, a friend took his own
life. Feeling no sense of self worth,
his life came to an abrupt end. Still,
some cherished his loving smile; to
them it's value cannot be expressed
by mere words.
Yesterday, a teenager committed
suicide. He became another statistic added to the millions of teenagsfzssxmm

The George-Anne
Look for us on

TUESDAY
FRIDAYS

!

Yesterday, a teenager killed
himself. Silently he cried out for
help, to teachers, to parents, and
even his peers. In a failed attempt
to reach total happiness in life he
settled for none at all.
Yesterday, my best friend killed
himself. Today I mourn, for I loved
him dearly.

Henry's Haircuts
>ontherin Hair Styles

&

The G-A...
Now Twice A Week

ers, who lose hope of their dreams.
Slipping into a state of depression,
they can only see one way out of it.

Men's Haircuts
Women's Haircuts

$6.00
$10.00

681-6093

681-2316

Wolff Tanning Systems
Georgia Avenue

Ask about discount offers

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sat. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

./"

Dates: March 2231,1991
Deadline for
Registration:
December 1,1990
Fees: 21 years of
Age and Over:
$1905
Under 21: $1855

Call 681-5555 for Information
Or to Join the Tour!

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ONE.
Because it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SFXURTTY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776
TOFINDOUTM0RE

Security—so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth—so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity—to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.s

* The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

George-Anne

Lady Eagles face conference teams in
weekend volleyball tournament in Orlando
By PAUL FLOECKHER
Sports Editor
The Georgia Southern Lady
Eagle volleyball team will take its
first real look at the conference opposition this weekend at the New

Fans forget
games last
four quarters
By JAMES DRINKARD
Sports Writer
Remember the good old days?
The days when Georgia Southern
was on top of the I-AAfootball polls.
The days when the stands at a
Georgia Southern football game
were filled with screaming, spirited
students until the last seconds ticked
off the clock.
Well, those days are gone, but it's
not the team's fault. And you can't
blame the coaches. Instead of trying
to push the blame on everybody
else, why don't you people look where
the blame truly lies. Look at yourselves!
It is really a simple concept,
people, but we will explain it since
you obviously cannot grasp it. The
time to be there to support a team is
when things are not going perfectly.
Look, being a true fan has nothing to do with being "in fashion." It's
a matter of loyalty. If you want to
worry about fashion, that's fine —
there is nothing wrong with it, but
save it for nightclubs and parties.
It is bad enough when the hardworking members of the non-revenue teams like volleyball, soccer,
and cross-country have to try to
represent a student body who will
not even take a moment out of their
time to cheer them on— and that
alone is inexcusable ~ but we are
talking about the football team here!
You do remember the football team,
don't you? They are the guys who
put GSU on the map. The same
guys who are largely responsible for
such nice things as university status.
Maybe you people just need to
grow up. You can't have a 15-0
season, so you just won't go to the
games. Yeah... you'll show them!
Why don't you just hold your breath
till you turn blue — it makes as
much sense.
One of the reasons you are in
college is to learn a little maturity.
Well, if the behavior that you have
been demonstrating is any indication of things, I would not count on
any ofyou graduating. You will most
likely flunk out!
Then again, maybe we're stupid
for writing this. The team won last
weekend, so the stands will be full
at the next home game anyway. It
will be in fashion again.

South Women's Athletic Conference
mid-season tournamentin Orlando,
Pla.
The Lady Eagles, seeded sixth in
the seven-team field, will play their
first match at 9:00 this morning
against Stetson. A win would pit
GSU against the Mercer-Florida
International winner at 3:00 this
afternoon.
If the Lady Eagles lose to Stetson,
they will face the Mercer-FIU loser
today at 3:00.
In the other first-round match,
Samford faces Florida A&M at 9:00
this morning. Top-seeded Georgia
State will receive a first-round bye.
After Georgia State, Florida International is seeded second, with
Stetson third and Florida A&M

fourth. Samford, GSU and Mercer
round out the field.
The first and second rounds, eight
matches in all, will be played today.
Either four or five matches will be
played tomorrow, depending on how
many teams are left.
Of GSU's nine matches so far
this season, only one has been
against a NSWAC opponent. The
Lady Eagles defeated Mercer on the
road September 26. After losing the
first game 15-9 to the Teddy Bears,
the Lady Eagles won the next three,
15-7,15-8,15-13.
GSU head coach J.B. Claiborne,
whose team has lost four of its last
five to drop to 4-5, knows what his
team will have to do if they run into
FIU or Georgia State.

"Those teams notoriously have
good middle hitters," he said. "I'd
like to work the middle and get
Julie [Ciezkowski], Michelle [Jackson] and Dee [Cardell] into the action a little bit more."
The NSWAC sponsors the tournament so each school will have a
chance to see every conference
member in action at least once
during the season. Because of limited budgets, Georgia Southern and
the other NSWAC school s are unable
to travel to play every team in the
conference.
In fact, for the rest of the season,
Mercer and Georgia State are the
only NSWAC schools on GSU's
schedule.
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Soccer Eagles break
six records in 16-0 rout
By JAMES DRINKARD
Sports Writer
The GSU soccer team shattered
six school records Saturday on its
way to destroying the Wildcats of
Brewton-Parker 16-0. No... it's not
a joke - really! It was a 16-point
soccer game.
The team set such records as 57
shots on goal, 30 shots on goal in one
half, 16 goals in one game, 11 goals
in a single half, 17 assists in one
game, and 10 assists in a single
half.
A "prophecy" of the final score
was revealed just under two minutes
into the game when a Wildcat defender intercepted a throw-in from
Southern's Scott DeAmbrose only
to head the ball into his own goal.
The Eagles took the cue and fired off

Tuesday night the Lady Eagles
fell to Paine College, one night after
defeating Armstrong State but losing to Jacksonville University.
Monday night the girls traveled
to Savannah for a double-header
against ASC and JU.

GSU Briefs

The GSU rugby club will face
Golden Isles at home Saturday. The
match is set for 2:00 p.m. at Oxford
Field.
For more information on GSU
rugby, call Bryce Fuller at 764-5106.
GSU students, faculty, and staff
members are invited to attend the
organizational meeting of the GSU
Badminton Club October 9 at 2 p.m.
in Hanner Fieldhouse.
The club will meet Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 1-3 p.m. in Hanner
for the purpose ofrecreation, leisure,
and competitive play.
For further information contact
Dee Ramsey in the Physical Education Department, room 153 in
Hanner, or call 681-0200.
Mi
w^
ddle Georgia
N
*' Gold and Silver Exchange

Fine Jewelry at wholesale prices
• Open to Public ■ Buy & Sell • Shop & Compare!

Hrs.10to6
764-4599
86 Gent illy Square Statesboro (next to Winn Dixie)

A total of 12 Eagles scored in the
match. The TAAC's leading scorer,
Steen Larsen, and teammates John
Regan, Andrea Amorati, and Chris
Chambers each scored two goals.
The rout gives Georgia Southern
a 6-1 record and a healthy fivegame winning streak. Tom Norton
will take his "wrecking crew" on the
road to South Carolina this weekend
for two tough matches. The Eagles
will play Winthrop College on Saturday and Division II Top 20 Woffor d
Sunday.

Georgia Southern hopes to steal thunder from Marshall's Herd
PAUL FLOECKHER
Sports Editor
When the Marshall Thundering
Herd take the field against the
Georgia Southern Eagles this
weekend in Huntington, W.V., they
will have a significant intangible
with them.
"Marshall's going to remember
last year's game against us," GSU
head coach Tim Stowers said. "They
have revenge as a great motivator."
Last season's meeting at Paulson
Stadium, the first ever between the
two schools, was close — for a half.
The Eagles took a slim 28-24 lead
into the locker room.
However, Joe Ross galloped 62
yards for a touchdown on the second
play of the second half, sparking
GSU to 35 unanswered points and a
63-31 rout.

The Eagles racked up 571 total
yards on their way to school records
for points, touchdowns (9) and first
downs rushing (27).
Ross accumulated 280 of those
yards on just 24 carries. He scored a
personal-best three touchdowns and
shattered the school single-game
rushingrecord of 199 yards by Tracy
Ham against East Carolina in 1986.
Marshall was almost as impressive offensively, gaining 453 yards.
Quarterback John Gregory finished
20-42 for 311 yards and a touchdown, but was intercepted four
times.
This year Gregory is gone, but
Marshall has a solid replacement in
Michael Payton. The 6-1,208-pound
sophomore completed 20. of 34 passes
for 192 yards in the Herd's 10-7
upset of fourth-ranked Furman last
week.

Ricardo Clark caught four passes
for 55 yards against the Paladins,
including the 21-yard game-winner
with 4:26 remaining, but the stars
were the Herd defenders who limited
Furman to 77 yards rushing.
The win over Furman vaulted
Marshall (3-1) to number nine in
the latest NCAA Division I-AA poll.
Marshall went into the Furman
game unranked. GSU reappeared
in the poll this week, at number 20,
despite a 2-3 record.
Although Ross might want to run
wild against the Thundering Herd
again, the GSU passing attack has
overshadowed the running game the
last two weeks. Raymond Gross
threw for a career-high 246 yards
against Eastern Kentucky two
weeks ago, then followed with another 226 in last week's 33-14 win
over Northeast Louisiana.

Gross has already thrown for 737
yards, a figure he needed 10 games
to reach in 1989. His favorite receiver has been slotback Karl Miller,
who leads the team with 16 receptions.
Marshall's Jim Donnan is in his
first season as a collegiate head
coach. Donnan took the job after
George Chaump left for the Naval
Academy following last year's 6-5
season by the Herd.
Like Stowers, Donnan was an
offensive coordinator before earning
his first head job. With the University of Oklahoma offense under
Donnan's direction, the Sooners won
the 1985 national championship and
went 49-9 from 1985-89.
Similarly, under Stowers' guidance, last year's Eagle offense finished first in Division I-AA in
rushing offense (329.2 yards per

game) and second in scoring (36.8
points) for the 15-0 dream season.
Typically, Marshall has won at
home and lost on the road this season. In addition to their home win
over Furman, Marshall has defeated
Morehead State (28-14) and West
Virginia Tech (52-0) at Fairfield
Stadium.
In their only road game, the Herd
fell to The Citadel 21-10 September
22. Last season Marshall finished
6-0 at home, 0-5 on the road.
GSU, 0-2 on the road this season
after losses to Middle Tennessee
State and Florida State, will be
looking for their first 1990 road win
against a team that has won 18
straight regular-season home
games.
Kickoff is slated for 7:00 p.m. at
Fairfield Stadium.

Intramurals kicks off year training football officials
By KATHRYN DENTON

Intramurals Publicity Coordinator
Did you know that Georgia
Southern's Campus Recreation and
Intramural Department trains all
their employees before they start to
work? The 45 students who completed the Flag Football Officials
Training Clinic last week now know
this and all of the procedures for
officiating this popular sport. These
officials are ready to put their five
nights of training to use for the fall
flag football season.
The Flag Football Officials
Training Clinic is one of several
instructional sessions offered free
to students interested in being involved in campus recreation. The
Campus
Recreation
and
Intramurals Department holds
these sessions at the beginning of
the intramural sports seasons. Students interested in officiating sports,
being weight room attendants or

gym supervisors, and teaching
aerobics are given extensive training and then must pass a test to be
intramural officials or leaders.
Training sessions began September 17 for flag football supervisors, weight room and gym attendants, aerobic instructors, and for
students who check out equipment.
Supervisors must complete two
nights of training that are divided
into three hours oflecture and three
hours of working on the field. The
weight room attendants receive
special training by a Nautilus representative. These students along
with other Campus Recreation and
Intramurals personnel must also
complete training in first aid. Each
training session prepares these
students for every aspect of their
position.
Flag football supervisor Jef
Franklin, a Senior Physical Education major, has enjoyed his position
for two years.

"I have really seen the training
advance in a year," he said. "The
students are better prepared to
make the correct decision."
The Flag Football Officials
Training Clinic held September 2426 ended with two nights of the
students officiating scrimmage
games after they had completed
other course work. During the week,
students were shown training videos and attended procedure lectures.
They then took a test on the regulations of the game and finished their
training by actually officiating
scrimmage games on Thursday,
September 27 and Sunday, September 30.
According to Campus Recreation
and Intramurals Coordinator William Ehling, the students who become officials for the department
have signed on with a popular and
ever-growing program.

Flag football, for example, has
125 teams on its schedule for this
fall with more teams on a waiting
list. Intramurals men's and women's
teams here have had success beyond
the regular season with the champion women's team last year being
state runners-up and the men's
champions going to the final four in
state competition.
Competitioninintramural sports
such as flag football is strong here
at Georgia Southern, and the students that are accepted as leaders
and officials get to be a part of a lot
of fast-paced action.
Michael Welch, a Senior Sports
Management major, has officiated
for both flag football and Softball.
He was selected by the department
with three other student officials to
referee at the National Flag Football
Tournament in New Orleans last
December.

Volleyball team splits two away, drops one at home
By CHARLES C. WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor

four goals in 12 quick mhiutes.
GSU took command of the field
early in the game and never relinquishedit. The Eagles stayed on the
offense for most of the game and
never allowed the Wildcats a shot at
the Southern goal.

The Lady Eagles started on a
rough note, losing to Jacksonville
12-15,13-15,7-15. The loss dropped
them to 3-4.
Of the nine players who went,
two were unable to play. For those
that did play, the match provided
them with no great achievements.
The night ended on a high note
with GSU defeating ASC 15-9, 1215, 15-4, 15-8. All nine girls saw
action.
Some notable statistics include
Mendy Cook's 13 kills for a total of
61 kills so far this season. Dee
Cardell and Jill Eisel combined for
26 assists.
Tuesday night the Lady Eagles

were soundly defeated by Paine
College, who easily won 15-5, 9-15,
15-9, 15-6. The match was truly a
disappointment in every sense of
the word.
Despite good teamwork between
all the starters and some excellent
assists and kills, Paine's Lady Lions
made mincemeat of GSU.
Starting senior Eisel said, "We
have so much potential. We could
have won this match. We need to
improve. The team as a whole is
young."
Coach Claiborne had similar
comments.
"I'm not pleased by anything in
this match," he said. "Like Coach

"I've officiated for five years now
and have seen the training for officials progress," Welch said. "I would
say thatthe students getthree times
as much training in flag football
now as they did a few years ago."
John Short, a recent graduate in
Criminal Justice who has officiated
for three years, was also selected to
attend the National Flag Football
" Tournament.
"The majority of students who
become intramural officials are not
just sports management majors. I
love sports and was interested in
officiating because my father had
been an official in college football,"
Short said. "The training is for
anyone who enjoys sports enough to
make it their part-time job."
For more information on campus
recreation, contact the Campus
Recreation and Intramurals office
at 681-5436.

18-Hole Course
With Driving Rage

Stowers, I'm tired of improving; I
want wins. We didn't play 50% of
either my expectations or [the girls].

All-Day Golf

"Paine can poke it to the open
hole. We need to develop an additional defense to address that
problem. Unfortunately since we
play so many games each seek, we
only have time for one practice per
week."

for $1 022

Wednesday
"Student Day"

Late in the final game, freshman
Heather Brown injured her right
ankle. When asked if she would be
able to play in this weekend's tournament, she quickly replied, "I'll be
good for the game."

Cam pas Parking Problems?

Buy A Bike meadow Lakes
GOLF CLUB

And "Bike the boro"

Diamond Back™
Trek™

Specialized™
Giant™

The Southeast's Largest Trek™
and Giant™ Bicycle Dealer
1516 University Plaza
Statesboro, Ga.

681-6300

Next to the Rockin* Eagle
Receive 10°° Student Discount With ID
*On Accessories Only
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Classified Ads
00 • Classified Policy
The George-Anna provides free classified listings to students faculty and staff members of
Georgia Southern University as a campuscommunity service. Free classified ads should
be written in 25 words or less. The advertiser's
name and Landrum Box must be included with
the ads. Ads should be non-commercial in nature, should be in good taste and are subject to
standard editing procedures. The editors reserve the right to refuse any free classified ad.
Free classified listing should be mailed to The
George-Anne, Landrum Box 8001, GSC.
Deadline is noon Monday or Thursday prior to
publication. Commercial listings are available at
$5.50 per 50 words for two insertions in consecutive editions. Classified display advertising is
available at $5.50 per column inch, with a one
inch minimum. Contact the Advertising
Department at 681 -5418 for more information.

01 • Announcements
Are you-in the top 2 percent? Searching for an
intellectually challenging organization to join?
For information write: MENSA, 2626 East 14th
St., Brooklyn, NY 11235-3992.
Looking for Alpha Gamma Deltas to start intercircle group at GSU campus. If interested,
please call Katherine. 681-3890.
Georgia Southern's best dogs at Dog-Gone-It Hot dog & drink $1. Chili, slaw, kraut & cheese
available. Next to Ma Futch's
The. time is NOW to submit to Miscellany 1991,
Georgia Southern's Magazine of the Arts. Mail
entries to LB 8023 or bring by Williams Center
Room 102.681-0565.
Looking for someone to commute from Augusta
to Statesboro on Tuesday and Thursday.
Contact Larry Freeman at School of Business.
Need a ridel From Savannah to GSU and vice
versa. Call Hassan at (912) 920-4363.
Poetry group / workshop for undergraduates
and graduates to be held Fridays each week in
Miscellany Office at 5:30 p.m. Williams Center
Room 102. Ext. 0565.

03* Autos For Sale
1988 Ford Thunderbird. Turbo Coupe, power
everything, great condition, sunroof, leather interior, good tires, 42,000 miles. Asking $10,500.
681-3199.
1978 Honda Accord for sale. 489-3323.
1981 BMW 320is. High performance, needs minor repair. $4,500 OBO. 764-7056.
1987 Pontiac Firebird Formula, black, 5-speed,
T-tops, new tires, A/C, power windows, doors,
AM/FM, casette, 52,000 miles, on display at 104
Peg Wen Blvd. 764-7421
IGOV'T SEIZED, SURPLUS VEHICLES
Available from $100! Call for immediate information. 504-649-5745 ext. S-9956.
MUST SELL -- 1985 Plymouth Horizon. Very
clean. Only 48,000 miles. $3,000 or best offer.
Call Doug 681-1291.
78 Honda Civic, Silver, one owner, excellent
condition, 90,000 miles, great gas mileage. Call
day or night 489-1404. Statesboro. $1700.
ATTENTION - Government seized vehicles
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. (1) 602-8388885 Ext. A-5920.
1987 Suzuki Samurai. Convertible, JX package,
pull-out stereo, extended warranty, one owner,
excellent condition, 48000 miles, $4,400. Call
681-6813 after 2 PM

04 • Auto Parts, Repair
Jeep hard top, fits C-J7. Black with doors. Very
nice, easy installation. $800 OBO. Steve 4892780 after 5 p.m.

05 • Business Opportunities
NEED EXTRA BEER MONEY? Work on your
own and earn $400 or more per week stuffing
envelopes. For info, send stamped self-addressed envelope to: SSP, P.O. Box 1351,
Cumming, GA 30130.

06-Child Care
Do you need an experienced, dependable
babysitter right here on campus? Call Jennifer.
681-1755.

07 • Education
QUALITY, PROFESSIONAL Dance - Ruth
Green School of Dance. 1601 Chandler Road.
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Ruth Green, Ph.D., owner/director. Classes and
company. 681-6821.
Having trouble in Spanish? I would like to help! I
am a Spanish major who is available to tutor at
night. Please call 681-6114, ask for Deborah.
Applications are now available for the Georgia
Legislative Intern Program. This is a valuable
opportunity for students to intern in the Georgia
General Assembly. Interns get a first-hand look
at government in action. Responsibilities include:
doing research on bills or issues before the
General Assembly, working with a legislative
committee, and monitoring the progress of legislation. Course credit is earned. Interns must
have obtained junior status by the time of their
internship. The application deadline is October
19 for internships beginning in January. For
more information contact Roger N. Pajari,
Department of Political Science (Rm 409, PSC)
or call 68i-5698.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA. Information
on semester, summer, J-term, Graduate, and
Internship programs. All run for under $6,000.
Call Curtin University at 1-800-878-3696.

09 • Furniture/Appliances
Day bed: Gold and white single day bed + popup trundle bed that slides under day bed
Mattress and box springs included. $150.
Excellent, condition, call 489-1866 after 4 p.m.
Carpet: fits dorm rooms. 11x14 size. Beige. Used
2 quarters. Excellent condition. Asking $50. Call
489-2780 after 5 p.m. Alyson or Juli.
Queen size sleeper sofa (Schweiger) excellent
condition. $115. Swivel rocker chair. Very good
condition, $65. Call 764-4834 M-F 7-10 PM
White day bed for sale with trundle and matresses. Please call 681-6826.

11. Help Wanted
PART-TIME. Earn easy money. Positive ffelings
for
LESBIANS/GAYS
and
THEIR
FAMILIES/FRIENDS is a must. Write Reebekka,
POB 76087; Atlanta, GA 30358.
Addressers wanted Immediately! No experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283
ATTENTION: Excellent income for home
assembly work. 504-646-1700. Dept. P6330.
Gymnastics Instructors needed. Male and female for Fall Quarter Quarter - part-time. Call
the Southern Center for Continuing Education,
681-5555.
ATTENTION - Earn money reading books.
$32,000/year income potential. Details. (1) 602838-8885 Ext. Bk 5920
Attention: GOVERNMENT JOBS - YOUR AREA!
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext. R-

5920.

Attention: Postal Jobs! Start $11.41 per hour. For
application info call 1-602-838-8885 ext. M5920.

13* Misc. For Sale
4x6 foot portable wood building, wired - with
lights, etc. 489-3323.
Formal dresses for sale. Strapless, light pink,
size 8, $20. Strapless, gold lame top with black
bubble bottom, size 11, $75. Call Lori, 681-1172.
Earrings and shoes to match.

24
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28
29

Exclude
Power
Cuban cigar
Standards
Type style
Showing deep
respect
Carried out
Obliterates
Prefix: outside
"If
I Would
Leave You"
More mature
Being: Sp.
Explains again
de-lis
"The Hill on the

30 "The Treasure of
the
Hadre"
31 Put into action
34 "
have it"
35 Cognition
36 Emulate students
37 To go: Fr.
38 Apollo 16 commander
(2 wds.)
42 Hardens
43 Representative
(abbr.)
44 Iranian coin
45 Letter trio
46 Baseball hall-offamer, George
47 African antelope
48 Menu term (3 wds.)
50 Attribute
53 Shirk

54 Looked at slyly
55 Knitted garments
56 Collect together
DOWN

1 Grammatical case

2 Eluded
3 Amount in.an
account (abbr.)
4 Black cuckoo
5 Ethnic disturbances
(2 wds.)
6 Abrades
7 Threes: Sp.
8 "Cry Me a
"
9 Summers in Soissons
10 Saul's uncle
11 "Mountain
"
12
of iodine
13 Cape
14 Concealer
20 Washing machine
cycle
23 Turns down
25
of Aquitaine
27 Natural talent
28 Of s'trong emotion
30 "Lost Horizon"
locale
31 Word game
32 Delicatessen food
33 Poe's "The
Heart"
34 Light laughter
36 Loungers
38 Medieval
entertainer
39 Medieval Turks
40 French city
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© Edward Julius
41 Stuck together
43 Funeral hymn
46 Capital of Chile
(abbr.)
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49 Government agency
51 Hebrew letter
52
soup

I'd never have believed that one little computer could make
such an incredible difference in my academic and working life.
Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

"I became a Macintosh convert in
business school.
'At our computer lab I'd always find
lines of people waiting to use the Macintosh
computers, while other computers just sat
there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,
or come back at 6 AM. to grab one before
they'd all be taken.
'After business school, I took a job at a
large bank and used my Macintosh for
producing everything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
|^
"Today I use Macintosh to help me
run my own management consult8L ingfimiWhen I give a presentation,
I can see in people's faces
II that they're really impressed.
And that makes me feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday
off, put my Macintosh and skis
in the car, and head for the
mountains. I ski days and work
nights. It's perfect.
"You knowj can't say
where I'll be in five, ten, or
fifteen years, but I can say that
my Macintosh will be there
with me!'

14* Motorcycles
1986 Kawasaki Ninja 600R. 12,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Matching Bell Belmet
$2,300. Call Scott, 681-1856.

15* Musical
Olds-Ambassador trombone. F-attachmenf,
gold finish. Good condition. $175. Call 764-5794
after 7 PM

16* Personal
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Cancun and
the Bahamas. Organize a small group and you
travel FREE. Call 1 (800) 344-8360 for more information.
CHRISTY PRICE brandishes a B-A-A-A-D bass.
Jive socket line. Fri and Sat, Oct. 12 & 13 at
Nancy Hanks, Savannah.

See Classified, page 8

FAST FUNDIZAISING
PROGRAM

$i

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

11

EAGIE'S
OGIC
UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER
STORE

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.
Two locations:
University Union, 681-0454
Hampton Hall, 681-6584

Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.

George-Anne
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Briefs

Triangle

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

Said the male co-president, "Fifwidely for class discussions and
teen
is about normal in terms of
panels. I'm inquiring into departattendance,
unless it's a social funcments about the ways in which each
discipline can educate people about tion. Social functions bring people
the realities of gay life. Certainly from Atlanta, Savannah, Jacksonhistory has a great deal to say. ville. So far, Triangle, is a success.
Psychology already does a very ac- We have affiliations with Atlanta
tive job. Literature; the humani- and with Savannah. We are recogties, generally; the theater. The nized as a gay and lesbian support
options are all over. I would say that group. When [the group's treasif the organization is really sharp urer] was looking at Georgia Southand on its toes, it can really aug- ern, he found out from the Counselment those channels and enhance ing Center that there is something
the education of the university on available for gay and lesbian students on the campus and that is our
the subject."
Last year, a female faculty whole reason for being here—for
member served as co-advisor of the support."
Said the ambassador of festiviTriangle Club and as advisor of the
Women's Support Group, a support ties, "Success for the future infor the area's lesbians. She left GSU cludes positive role models, includthis year, however, and a new advi- ing playwrights and authors—and
I'm talking about gay and lesbian
sor has yet to come forward.
Triangle has an active mailing playwrights, authors, public speaklist of around 30 members, "and ers."
In November, Performance
that includes members of the
Statesboro community, people in Works will present the Rebecca
Claxton, and other small towns ' Brown play nder the titlee Storyrearound here," said the ambassador nowned lesbian writer and will
of festivities. "It's not only for Geor- probably visit GSU during the
play's run.
gia Southern students."

SGA Continued from page 4
ing on September 25. Executive of-ficers and staffbriefed the senate on
previous business and events as well
as upcoming events.
This past summer SGA officers
represented GSU at the annual
Summer Quarter meeting of the
Student Advisory Council which was
held on Jekyll Island August 23-26.
Delegates in attendance included
Curtis Whi taker, Chris Wright, and
Ben Emmons. Whitaker was elected
by his fellow delegates at the convention as chairman of the southeast region.
SGA also sponsored the publication of the 1990 "Who's New at
Georgia Southern." The publication
includes photographs and bibliographies of incoming GSU freshmen.
This project, spearheaded by Chris
Clark, netted the SGA quite ahandsome profit-the first of the year.
Congratulations Chris!
Elections for SGA representatives from residence halls are in the
process and results will be announced as soon as possible. Chris

Friday, October 5,1990

Wright encourages all students to
become involved in SGA because,
"the new University Union and recently achieved university status
will afford SGA great opportunities
for increased student activities and
programs."
In support of American soldiers
involved in the Middle East, SGA
and the American Red Cross are
planning a Blood Drive for October
29. Everyone is encouraged to support the cause and show American
pride.
Last, and most importantly, the
SGA would like to remind the students that SGA exists as an entity
for the student body. Everyone is
encouraged to stop by the SGA offices in the University Union (room
207) or call at 681-5631. Any ideas
are greatly appreciated and desired;
ideas can be written and placed in
SGA suggestion boxes around
campus located in Williams Center,
Henderson Library, and Landrum
Center.
Serving as faculty advisor to the
SGA is Dr. Edward Bayens.

"We're hoping to have people
come down from ACTUP [in Atlanta]," the ambassador said.
"We're affiliated with the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance against Defama"I think that Triangle has an
obligation—and understands
that—to educate its non-gay peers.
I hope that we can do that in a
variety of ways. Already, on several
occasions, several of the students
worked with the Residence Life
establishment to talk with RAs and
other people responsible for the
dorms about their gay and lesbian
residents."
Last year, the two co-presidents
of the Triangle Club were invited to
speak about homosexuality with
RAs as part of the RAs' in-service
training workshops.
"Residence Life was very positive and eager to be of assistance
and to educate on the subject of
homosexuality," said Richter.
In the past, Residence Life has
supported and refused to terminate
an Area Director and a Residents'
Assistant who had acknowledged
that they were gay.
Richter would like to see both
homosexual and heterosexual faculty become more involved with the
organization.
"As far as gay andlesbian faculty
[are concerned], that's their choice
if they want to associate with us in
any way. I don't favor outing people
against their wishes, so I feel that,
as with the students, we will probably simply have to keep rolling and
welcome faculty who care to affiliate or in any way be associated with
the club.
"But, I feel that part of our outreach can be to offer ourselves more

tion (GLAD) in New York City. Our
group needs to grow with the university."
SALSA, the Southern Alternative Lifestyles Students Association located in Atlanta, would also
like to hear from representative of
Triangle.
The male co-president has been
openly gay in Statesboro since
1981. "I'm very proud to be gay, and
I feel like I can offer some sort of
support and [be] someone for a
young kid coming out to talk to. [By]
taking on such a position in the
community, hopefully I can be of
service to someone that is in trouble
and who needs someone to turn to
and recognize a face or name."
The treasurer said, "If I can help
out in any way in the gay community as some way of doing my part,
then I have done something."
Said the ambassador, "And the
124* Swap & Trade
members of our group are not quiet
_ people who sit home at night and
Sports card collectors willing to sell of trade foot- watch TV. The members of Triangle
ball, hockey, baseball or basketball cards call
are people who contribute to this
Jason Kelly, 681-2420
campus daily and to this community daily—"
26 • Vans & Trucks
Added the treasurer, "—academically and athletically."
1990 Cherry Red Nissan Hardbody Pickup. Fuel
The ambassador continued, "So
injection. 5-speed. PS;PB. 4500 miles. Factory
now it's time that Georgia Southern
warranty. $7500. 681-9223.
1972 Ford pick-up. 302 V-8. $500 firm. After 5 realizes that we're a part of their
p.m. only. 764-7040.
campus and their community; letFor Sale - Chevrolet Blazer - Tahoe package.
Black excellent condition. New tires in ting them know that we're here is
what these advertisements are
September 1990. Call & leave message. 7649591.
doing."

is reopening the 13-year-old case. A
special hearing will be held Oct. 28
in Chicago. UNLV was given a oneyear ban on postseason play.
NCAA REJECTS FLORIDA OFFER:
Florida's offer to accept two
years of football scholarship reductions instead of a one-season bowl
ban has been rejected by the
NCAA's Committee on Infractions,
school President John Lombardi
said Tuesday.

WYCHE FACES FINE:
Cincinnati Bengals coach Sam
Wyche faces a "very substantial
fine" for disregarding a newly reiterated NFL policy by barring a
female reporter from the club's
locker room, Commissioner Paul
Tagliabue said Tuesday. Wyche
ordered club personnel to deny USA
TODAY reporter Denise Tom access to the locker room after
Monday's 31-16 loss in Seattle.

SANDERS BECOMES FREE AGENT:
Deion Sanders has rejected a
waiver claim by the Chicago White
Sox, making the former New York
Yankees outfielder a free agent
again. The Atlanta Braves have
expressed an interest in signing
Sanders, who is a cornerback for the
NFL's Atlanta Falcons. (From the
USA TODAY Sports section.)

DOG DAYS .. .
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MONDAY-Free Chili
TUESDAY- Free Slaw
WEDNESDAY- Free Cheese
THURSDAY- Free Kraut
FRIDAY- Free Chili/Chese
SATURDAY- Pop Dogs
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Presented by the management of
Congress Street Station

• Located in University Plaza
Drink Soecials Tues. - Fri.

Classified Ads
Classified Ads. from page

17* Pets & Supplies
SIX FOOT female red tail Boa. Very nice and
tamed. Great pet. 681 -3199, ask for Matt.
For sale: Purebred green Iguana, 3 months old.
All necessary accessories included. Call 4891428.

19 •Rentals/Real Estate
Why rent? Homes for $1.00, Repos. Gov't give
away programs for information 504-649-0670
Ext, r-9956.
Nice Park Place apartment . Available immedi- '
ately. Take over lease. $475/month, 2 BR. Call
681-1143, ask for Mike or Rick.
Furnished or unfurnished apartment with private
bath. $190. Utilities and water included. Call 8233715.
__
Furnished or unfurnished 1-bedroom apartments for rent. Call 764-6772.
2-Bedroom duplex apartment adjacent to GSU.
764-8875 and leave message.

20 •Roommates

I Discount on first Haircut,
I Perm, Highlight, or Frosting
(With ID for faculty and students)

| Free 8 oz. Grand Award Shampoo
with this coupon

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 2BR, 1 bath
apartment. $200/month. 681-9436.
Needed - Male roommate. Furnished 3 bedroom, 2 bath. 20 University Place. Only 1 mile
from campus. New carpet, wall paper, bath tile.
Call 681-2380
Can't get along with your roommate? 2 bedroom
w/ washer and dryer, $200. All utilities and cable.
Close to campus. Ask for Dan, 681-6996.
(ROOMMATE - Male roommate needed at
University Village. Rent $110 per month. For
more information, call 681-4073.

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY *

.-

21 • Services
TYPING - Quick, professional. Reasonable.
489-3323.
TERRI'S TIPS - Sculptured acrylic nails and
manicures. All kinds of nail art and paintings.
Salon experienced and professionally done. All
work guaranteed. Call for an appointment. 6814238.
Disk Jockey Service - Good music for any group.
Professional sound and lights to give your party
a blast!. Mike, 681-7665.
UNIVERSITY TYPING SERVICE. Word processing for faculty and students. Term papers to
books. Editing included. Letter quality printing.
Pick-up and delivery. Marjorie Bell, Ed.D. 6813716.
SECRET LOANS! We lend money by mail $300 to $5000 in absolute privacy. Borrow for
any good reason. No co-signers. No mortgages.
Write for details and application - no obligation.
Financial Services, Dept. L, Box 454, Nicholls,
GA 31554. Enclose envelope!
TYPING - Drop-off and pick-up on campus. See
Peggy in Room 116, South Building, or Call 6815586n or 681-6520. Quick service, very good
rates.

23 • Stereo & Sound
Fischer 100 wan home stereo. Excellent condition. $250,681-3224.

ANNUAL
PICTURES

Phone:681-3749
Near Roses

J:

WHEN: October 15-19,1990
10 AM to 2 PM

FUN SHIRTS

WHERE: Student Union
Room 280

Fraternity and Sorority

NO CHARGE FOR SENIORS, GRAD
STUDENTS, FACULTY, OR STAFF

Congratulations ,
New Pledges
Screen Printing

Quality work
at low pricey
Fun Shirts: Statesboro Mall
For all your
Screen printing needs
Phone:764-2226

$4.00 SITTING FEE FOR FROSH
JUNIORS

SudltwVkotoy^^

